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Abstract
With the emergence of the big data era, various technologies have been proposed 
to cope with the exascale of data. For a considerably large volume of data, a single 
machine does not comprise enough resources to store the complete data. Hadoop 
distributed file system (HDFS) enables large datasets to be stored across the big data 
environment consisting of several machines. Although Hadoop has become a cru-
cial part of the big data industry, because of its simple architecture which composed 
of master and slaves several problems such as scalability and performance bottle-
neck has been remained to solve. New storage technologies offer an opportunity to 
solve the problems and improve HDFS. We propose a novel management scheme 
for namespace metadata of HDFS by utilizing nonvolatile memory which has been 
mentioned as the next-generation device since flash memory devices. Nonvolatile 
memory, which can guarantee data persistence and high performance with byte-
address access, alleviates Namenode bottlenecks resulting from journaling processes 
performed to preserve the file system’s metadata. Our proposed methods show sig-
nificant improvement compared with block devices such as hard disk drive, solid-
state drive in terms of NameNode performance.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of extremely large-scale data has led researchers and data engi-
neers to focus on the importance of big data technologies. Conventional data-
base management systems are inappropriate for processing big data in terms 
of performance and scalability. Therefore, Apache Hadoop [2, 27], in its early 
years, introduced a distributed file system called Hadoop Distributed File Sys-
tem (HDFS), which is a leading system enabling a large volume of data to be 
stored in a cluster environment. HDFS forms an intuitive structure in the form of 
a master–slave architecture introduced in other distributed systems. Furthermore, 
HDFS provides interfaces and shell commands for users similar to a well-known 
UNIX-based file system. As HDFS provides a base environment for storing files 
in a distributed environment, various ecosystems, which operate based on HDFS, 
such as databases, query engines, and other applications, have been emerged to 
meet various needs of the big data industry. As a result, HDFS has become a core 
of big data era.

However, owing to its underlying architecture, HDFS could still face several 
problems including performance degradation. HDFS consists of two types of 
components, called NameNode and DataNode. NameNode plays the role of man-
aging the namespace of the distributed file system. The namespace indicates sys-
tem hierarchy with necessary information about inodes and data block location, 
which represents the information of the machine storing the specific data block. 
DataNode stores data blocks that make up the files and the size of the block is 
approximately 64 to 128 megabytes. In previous studies, researchers mainly 
focused on storage technologies related with DataNode in HDFS, for example, 
support of archival storage [12], which provides a hybrid block selection scheme 
by storage type in heterogeneous environment, because supporting high-storage 
I/O request is significant issue to improve HDFS performance and storage I/O 
influences overall HDFS performance in fact.

However, as the amount of data grows and the number of servers making up 
HDFS grows, a load of NameNode, which causes a bottleneck in the overall sys-
tem, have been noticed in recent years. Recent HDFS NameNode structure sup-
ports horizontal scalability by providing an option for high availability (HA) 
architecture that scales from a single NameNode to multiple NameNodes [11]. 
HA structure also distributes an excessive number of clients requests to multi-
ple NameNodes. Beyond horizontal scaling, however, NameNode also requires to 
improve the performance of the server itself. NameNode stores data in the mem-
ory for quick responses to the client’s requests. However, the additional disk I/O 
in the journaling operation performed to ensure persistence of in-memory data 
reduces NameNode throughput. The primary issue with improving NameNode is 
to ensure that its processing performance of NameNode is not bound to the disk 
I/O.

The advent of new storage technologies has provided the opportunity to solve 
the problems as mentioned earlier. Nonvolatile memory (NVRAM) has been con-
sidered as a promising device for replacing the conventional system architecture. 
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As NVRAM promises byte-addressable access and high performance comparable 
to dynamic random access memory (DRAM) with data persistence, NVRAM has 
the potential to overcome the limitations of NameNode in HDFS. As NVRAM 
devices, e.g., phase change memory (PCM), resistive random access memory and 
spin-transfer torque RAM, have not been commercialized yet like flash storage, 
related technologies for applying these devices to the existing systems are imma-
ture; various approaches to utilize features of such devices have been recently 
researched in academia.

In this study, we utilized a real NVRAM device, developed by Flashtec Corpora-
tion, to improve performance in NameNode. The device consists of internal mem-
ory, and flash chips that permanently store data and an external battery that allows 
the flash chips to store data in memory just before the system abnormally termi-
nates. The device has characteristics similar to other NVRAM devices and is highly 
valued because it can also be used in various ways if an application makes good use 
of its properties.

In the case of big data platform, quite a lot of studies applying NVRAM in big 
data in general and in HDFS have been discussed recently [1, 15, 22, 28, 29, 31]. 
The emergence of NVRAM requires a transformation in the existing system archi-
tecture to take advantage of the characteristics of the device. In this study, we pro-
pose methods exploiting NVRAM in NameNode to place metadata in memory 
into the NVRAM to alleviate journaling and recovery overhead. We proposed an 
NVRAM-aware NameNode in HDFS in order to draw full potential of NVRAM 
and provide effective data communication methods between a memory space in 
NVRAM and a Java virtual machine (JVM).

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We confirm that disk I/O generated from NameNode process can affect entire 
system performance.

• We propose new methods to utilize a real NVRAM device in the NameNode 
process of HDFS. Not many technologies have been proposed to leverage an 
NVRAM device in NameNode of Hadoop distributed file system.

• We determined the best suit for our proposal, and our experimental results pre-
sent improvement in the benchmark target for NameNode and streaming data. 
Besides, our proposed model shows significant improvement in a recovery pro-
cess in NameNode and provides an opportunity for vertical scalability to reduce 
the usage of Java heap memory.

• As the bottleneck of NameNode in the exascale big data platform cannot 
be ignored, our methods exploiting NVRAM to alleviate the bottleneck of 
NameNode can be widely applied to any HDFS-based ecosystem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides a brief over-
view of the necessary background knowledge, including the NameNode structure, 
working of NameNode process, and type of NVRAM used. In Sect. 3, we describe 
the basic idea behind NVRAM-aware NameNode, including the application-level 
memory management, Log-structured format with byte-addressability, In-memory 
index, and Inode read cache. In Sect. 4, we present the experimental results for the 
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proposed method and compare it with the results of previous HDFS with respect to 
the NameNode overhead benchmark, TestDFSIO which is a well-known benchmark 
in Hadoop experiments and realistic stream benchmark provided by Intel HiBench. 
In Sect.  5, we present studies related to our work. Finally, Sect.  6 concludes our 
paper.

2  Background

2.1  HDFS and its NameNode

An HDFS cluster consists of two types of nodes: NameNode and DataNode. In gen-
eral, HDFS follows the master–slave architecture, where NameNode plays a role of 
managing the slave machines by storing the metadata of the entire system including 
HDFS namespace. When accessing a file in HDFS, the client requests NameNode to 
return information about which DataNode and which storage device the data block 
is stored in. Clients access DataNode directly based on the information. NameNode 
maintains all the data in memory to increase the throughput for client requests. As 
the memory device has volatile characteristics, HDFS requires additional procedures 
to store log files recording operations that modify the namespace to allow recovery 
when an abnormal system crash occurs.

Figure  1 describes the HDFS structure, especially the NameNode structure. 
NameNode manages the following three types of data structures in the memory. (1) 

Fig. 1  HDFS structure
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A namespace structure with metadata, including file or directory name, permission, 
and access time, which is described as a tree structure whose node is an inode in 
Fig. 1. (2) Block location, which represents DataNode and storage information of a 
data block that makes up a particular file. The block location information is stored in 
the blockMap structure, and the information in the blockMap is returned to the client 
whenever the client requests for the data block. (3) The last component is InodeMap, 
which is an index structure that rapidly searches for the inode.

Block location can be recovered through a block report, which is periodically 
received by DataNode. However, the namespace cannot be recovered because 
Datanode does not send any information to NameNode for the reconstruction of 
the namespace. Instead, NameNode records data related with the namespace and 
instructions to replay at the restart time to the log files in the disk. Log files are com-
posed of two files types: FsImage and EditLog. FsImage is a binary file that involves 
the number of inodes, the generation time of the FsImage, and actual inode informa-
tion, such as permission of inode and block information that make up the file. Edit-
Log traces the execution operations after FsImage is created. By referencing both 
the log files, the namespace structure can be reconstructed when HDFS restarts. The 
performance of the HDFS NameNode depends on being able to flush the log data to 
disk relatively quickly. Figure 2 describes that delay in writing the log files holds up 
valuable RPC handler threads and can have cascading effects on the performance of 
the entire Hadoop cluster in the worst case.

Moreover, checkpoint operations associated with the log files generate a heavy 
load. The Namenode process executes the checkpoint operation periodically, which 
applies operations in the Editlog file to a new FsImage file to shrink the EditLog file 

Fig. 2  NameNode procedure to process client requests
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size. Without the checkpoint operation, the file size of EditLog can grow signifi-
cantly and restart time to reconstruct the file system namespace is increased. As the 
checkpoint operation requires enormous CPU and disk overhead to affect the perfor-
mance of the client, HDFS can be configured to load balance by setting a secondary 
NameNode to delegate a task of merging FsImage and EditLog.

In general, previous researches have noted that most performance issues in HDFS 
were mainly related to managing storage I/O from accessing data blocks and net-
work performance. However, the journaling operations of NameNode can become 
a major performance bottleneck as the number of client requests and the number of 
related operations increases significantly.

2.2  NVRAM (battery‑backed flash)

A promising device that generally provides low read and write latency compara-
ble to DRAM and prevents data loss is commonly referred to as NVRAM. NV1616 
we use is one of the NVRAM devices which is slightly different from conventional 
NVRAM devices, such as the phase change memory, which is made of new materi-
als, while being compatible with DIMM interface. The NV1616 NVRAM drive pro-
vided by Flashtec Corporation is a PCI Express card consisting of 16 GB of DDR 
RAM and two flash memory banks that can each store one copy of RAM. A super-
capacitor module supplies power for NVRAM backup, saving the data in RAM to 
the persistent storage when unexpected power-down events occur. On power-up, the 
RAM contents are recovered from the flash memory unit, allowing the host applica-
tion to continue performing tasks.

The NV1616 NVRAM device supports two modes: block and direct memory 
interface modes. The block mode allows an application to access internal mem-
ory in the NVRAM through the NVMe Driver. It also serves high throughput 
than a standard NVMe drive which has more massive throughput than solid-state 
drives (SSDs). The direct memory interface can avoid the overhead of the I/O 
stack and directly access the memory. Applications access memory space similar 
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to how the CPU accesses to host memory  (Fig. 3). Table 1 compares the laten-
cies of NV1616 and PCM. [26] PCM and NV1616 have a common property: 
the devices are byte-accessible, and similar in performance to DRAM but have 
a slightly slower read and write latency than DRAM, and an asymmetric read/
write performance. However, PCM has a faster read performance than NV1616, 
while it has a faster write performance. Although we verify our proposal through 
the NV1616, it is not limited to NV1616 because most types of NVRAM have a 
common feature of byte-addressability and high performance with non-volatility.

3  NVRAM‑aware NameNode

Figure  4 describes the overview of the proposed NVRAM-aware NameNode 
architecture. As the inode object is small in size in bytes and the device capacity 
is in gigabytes, the device can accommodate multiple inode objects required in a 
big data environment. We exploited the NVRAM device to preserve data that can-
not be recovered without log files. The metadata of HDFS NameNode is stored in 
a proposed data structure, not the log format, to utilize in the HDFS application. 
This approach improves NameNode performance by reducing data redundancy 
that exists between data and log files. The NVRAM-aware NameNode can drive 
full potential from NVRAM because the size of the data to be considered is in 
bytes, and the device supports byte-addressable and has low latency. Besides, 
data extensions to NVRAM provide the opportunity to support the vertical scal-
ability of NameNode, which can be fatal because of the lack of Java heap space in 
the big data environment.

Serializing of the entire inode object to a byte array and passing of the array 
to a device through the native IO byte buffer function provided by Java library 
is extremely heavy to be used in the NameNode process that must provide the 
result to the client in real time. In addition, the serializing of all member vari-
ables in the inode object must be avoided because Java object in JVM refers and 
contains other objects that do not need to be stored in the NVRAM. For exam-
ple, while DataNode and storage information is stored in blockMap, inode Java 
object also contains the information. To reduce the overhead from the serializa-
tion of the objects and eliminate objects that do not need to be stored in NVRAM 
because of the redundancy with existing objects in memory, we distinguished and 
extracted unrecoverable variables of NameNode process in JVM without using 
a separate block report. The variables in NVRAM can be used to make up a 
new inode object so that the existing NameNode process can utilize. NVRAM-
aware NameNode also allows fine-granularity access to the variable in NVRAM, 

Table 1  NV1616 device’s 
latency comparison with PCM

Latency PCM NV1616

Read 408 ns (4B) 41 μs (512B)
Write 7.5 μs (4B) 0.23 μs (512B)
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because HDFS often requires metadata in units smaller than the contents of the 
entire inode.

While proposing NVRAM-aware NameNode, we confirmed that several per-
formance degradation issues could exist. First, the allocation of memory space 
in NVRAM by utilizing system calls whenever HDFS requires space for storing 
an object is inefficient because of the heavy load of system calls. Therefore, we 
suggest the allocation of more NVRAM memory than is necessary and memory 
management at the application layer.

Second, as HDFS is implemented in Java language and runs on JVM, it 
requires an interface to connect with a system-level language like C to exploit the 
NVRAM device. Therefore, we require Java Native Interface (JNI) functions to 
transfer data between JVM and system memory. The NVRAM-aware NameNode 
transforms from a Java inode object to an innovative structure in NVRAM to uti-
lize the NVRAM device through the JNI functions. However, frequent JNI calls 
must be avoided because they can degrade the performance owing to transforma-
tion cost from Java to C. Thus, we propose an in-memory index to reduce the 
number of JNI calls required for lookup and propose a read cache for reusing the 
inode Java object frequently used to avoid unnecessary JNI calls.

Fig. 4  Overall structure of our NVRAM-aware NameNode architecture
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Third, the approach of merely mapping a Java object to NVRAM is very naive to 
draw the full potential of an NVRAM device, which supports byte-addressability. In 
this study, we drew all the potential of the NVRAM device, providing an interface to 
access fine-grained data that support modification of member variables, such as file 
permission, in the inode. For variables that do not support atomic updates, a unique 
logging scheme is proposed.

In summary, we propose a novel scheme to manage the information of the inode 
in NVRAM and techniques to resolve the issues generated from unique features in 
the programming language and NVRAM characteristics.

3.1  Log‑structured inode in NVRAM with byte‑addressability

We propose a page-sized data structure called inode page structure to store and 
manage an inode object inside a JVM in the NVRAM which is described in Fig. 5. 
First, an inode page structure in NVRAM includes a type variable that indicates 
whether the inode type is a file or directory. The structure is slightly different 
depending on the inode type, file or directory. Besides, the inode page structure 
commonly stores necessary information including inode id, modification time, 
access time, and permission and NVRAM offset of a parent inode in the names-
pace hierarchy used for the recovery process. In case of the file, the inode page 

Fig. 5  Log-structured format in NVRAM
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structure also stores the size of data blocks, replication factor, machine name and 
IP address of the client as well as block information comprising id, byte length of 
block name, and generation timestamp. Also, a commit flag is placed in the page 
structure to determine the validity of data in the structure.

These inode page structures are arranged so that appending is performed 
similarly to a log-structured file system. HDFS can create a new Java object by 
referencing the data in a valid inode page structure based on the commit flag. 
Commit flag is also used to invalidate deleted inodes. In the recovery process, 
HDFS namespace can be reconstructed based on valid inode pages which commit 
flag is set. In the case of an operation that creates a complete inode, an out-place 
update is applied through the commit log, but fine-grained and in-place update 
operations are also supported for modifying an individual member variable of the 
inode. As a modern processor supports 8 bytes atomic writes natively and most 
variables, except for the string type, in the data structure are under 8 bytes, mem-
ber variables can be updated atomically.

As HDFS often updates and inquires single metadata, we implemented a fine-
grained update interface to leverage the byte-addressability of NVRAM. Byte-
addressability is a unique feature of NVRAM compared with other block-based 
devices. The satisfactory usage of byte-addressability can improve HDFS perfor-
mance because this allows the reduction in the amount of data written to the stor-
age and preventing redundancy of data. As inode page structures are written to 
NVRAM in an out-place update manner, no duplicated copies are required for 
data persistence except for commit log. If a valid commit log is not set, HDFS 
determines that the inode page structure is not valid for constructing an inode 
Java object to use in JVM.

However, NVRAM-aware NameNode supports atomic in-place update to mod-
ify member variables in an inode page structure because HDFS demands a con-
siderable amount of requests to modify only a small data and not the entire inode 
structure. An appropriate example could be the modification of the access time 
of a file or directory permissions. The entire inode structure does not need to be 
written newly to resolve the requests for small-sized updates. The reflection of the 
changes of small-sized modifications can be processed by replacing the old value 
with the new value as the size of most data managed by NameNode is relatively 
small, that is, 8 bytes or less, thus ensuring atomicity in modern processors.

We propose a partial logging scheme because an additional physical log is 
required for data size of more than 8 bytes. For instance, in the case of the renaming 

Fig. 6  Partial Logging Method in inode page structure
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operation, the preservation of the old image is necessary for recovery in the event 
of system failure because the size of file or directory name in HDFS is generally 
over 8 bytes. Figure 6 describes how to perform the partial logging process when a 
client renames the inode. The inode page structure has a separate space to store the 
undo log for the string type such as inode name, user name or group name. Firstly, 
the inode page structure saves a record which includes old string and variable name 
before updating the actual inode name. Then the structure set a valid flag for the 
record, which guarantees commit status of the record. After setting the flag, the 
inode name is updated to a new name. When the data is corrupted because of a crash 
during the writing operation, the name is recovered to the previous name applying 
the undo logs.

For data with size greater than 8 bytes, additional writes are necessary to prevent 
data loss. However, as the size of most data is under 8 bytes and log size is still 
significantly smaller than that required for writing the entire object, our proposed 
partial logging scheme that we proposed is efficient. In summary, the use of partial 
logging scheme also reduces both JNI calls and amount of data written to improve 
entire performance.

3.2  Application‑level memory management

If the direct memory interface mode of the NVRAM drive is selected, the applica-
tion can receive the address at which the NVRAM drive map to application mem-
ory by using mmap function. When Hadoop attempts to store data in NVRAM, 
it requires the memory address obtained from the NVRAM driver by opening 
NVRAM and allocating memory space. As a system call is costly, frequent calls 
will be a significant factor in the overall performance degradation whenever HDFS 
requires space for data allocation. Therefore, HDFS must avoid unnecessary calls to 
open/close a device and allocate memory space.

Kim et  al. developed a user-level NVRAM management scheme on SQLite, 
widely used in a mobile environment, to alleviate the overhead from system call 
invocations. [18] We also implement a simple NVRAM management module for 
HDFS. The NVRAM-aware NameNode allocates as much memory space as pos-
sible in advance, stores address values in JVM, and manages the memory space at 
the application level. In addition, the pre-allocation and management of space at the 
application level could alleviate the overhead from JNI calls. Otherwise, HDFS must 
transform the language from Java to C through JNI call to access the driver’s func-
tion and request memory allocation.

However, mapping an entire device to virtual memory by using mmap function is 
impossible and can retain an unstable state at the system level. The NVRAM-aware 
NameNode manages memory space by storing the initial address sets of memory 
space allocated to the maximum extent possible by using the mmap function in the 
form of an array.
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3.3  In‑memory index implementation

In an NVRAM-aware NameNode, the primary factor involved in boosting the 
performance is to reduce the number of JNI calls, and NVRAM write operations.

Although a native code is generally much faster than the code executed in 
JVM, JNI calls which transform of Java code to the native code takes more CPU 
cycles, and thus frequent calls could affect the entire system. As the objects in 
HDFS are created in JVM, JNI call is necessary to save the objects in the sys-
tem memory area which maps NVRAM device. However, unnecessary JNI calls 
induce NameNode performance degradation.

If all our data structures are implemented in NVRAM in the form of tree-like 
index, additional JNI call is required to search the data in the NVRAM. HDFS 
causes lots of traverse operations in the file system namespace such as retrieving 
a list of files in specific directories. In order to retrieve the target information, the 
data required for the retrieval procedure of the NVRAM data structure must be 
fetched through the JNI call, which degrades performance.

In addition, as the write latency in NVRAM is slightly slower than DRAM 
latency, storing data in a complex data structure that requires maintenance cost 
have to be avoided. If the data related to Hadoop variables are stored in a B+tree 
node or hash structure, additional writes in the NVRAM can be generated to sat-
isfy structural constraints. For example, data in a B+tree node have to be sorted 
by keys. Furthermore, if the stored data amount increases and node capacity is 
exceeded, the tree index would have to be rebuilt by using the split operation, 
which generates extra writes, to balance the overall structure. Even in the case of 
a hash structure, extra writes are required to resolve hash collision and perform 
rehashing if the number of data increases. In addition, extra native interface calls 
for language transformation to access device is required in order to perform addi-
tional write requests to NVRAM.

In contrast, a log-structured scheme, which follows the append-only update strat-
egy, is simple and does not require additional maintenance cost for the entire struc-
ture. However, this scheme results in unsatisfactory read performance because an 
inefficient process, such as sequential pattern searching without index structure, will 
be performed to find the desired data. Therefore, we propose a log-structured struc-
ture in NVRAM with in-memory index implementation to avoid additional access to 
the NVRAM.

As NameNode of HDFS requires fast response against client requests for block 
location, read performance in NameNode is critical in the big data environment. The 
original HDFS manages the inode information by developing an object tree, which 
maintains namespace hierarchy and includes data related to the inode. HDFS finds 
specific inodes by traversing the tree based on the name. In the case of NVRAM-
aware Namenode, we implemented in-memory index with the variation of existing 
inode object tree structure in HDFS. A node in the inode object tree structure has a 
name in bytes and location information as the key and value. The name of the inode 
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is utilized in search and traverse operation in the namespace hierarchy. Location 
information refers to the address in the log-structured scheme on NVRAM which 
stores the entire data of the inode. In summary, search operations are executed in the 
in-memory index in JVM and scan operations on the actual data are executed from 
the log-structured scheme on NVRAM.

As the in-memory index is implemented in JVM, the information related to 
address mapping is not guaranteed to be persistent during the occurrence of the sys-
tem failure. However, the in-memory can be reconstructed by referencing data in 
NVRAM during the recovery process.

3.4  Inode read cache implementation

The HDFS frequently accesses namespace data to obtain the information about file 
or state indicating whether write process is complete even though HDFS performs 
write-intensive workloads. Moreover, clients of HDFS tends to frequently access a 
specific inode, such as directories which have higher hierarchy level in the names-
pace. HDFS requires additional cost because the stored data must be fetched through 
JNI to create a new inode object from data in the NVRAM. For the write operation 
in HDFS, the cost of JNI can be offset based on performance gained by eliminat-
ing the cost of logging. However, in the case of HDFS read operations, a method is 
needed to offset the overhead from JNI.

We proposed a read cache of inode to boost read performance. We implemented 
a read cache that utilizes the linked hash map structure to store frequently accessed 
inodes into JVM. When a client sends a read request to receive the specific inode 
information, the data is retrieved from the NVRAM if read cache does not exist, 
even if the last accessed inode was required. To avoid inefficient access to NVRAM, 
HDFS returns the inode object for the read request and stores the object in the cache 
for reusing at a future request.

A linked hash map is a complex structure based on a hash structure with linked 
components. As a hash structure is constructed by using a name-based key, inode 
can be found in the read cache by using the name in constant time. The inodes are 
also linked for performing cache feature of victim eviction. The cache requires 
replacement policy to acquire space for allocating a new inode component because 
the cache has limited capacity. Thus, the NVRAM-aware NameNode replaces an 
inode in the read cache based on the least recently used (LRU) policy utilizing the 
linked list structure. LRU policy is used because the HDFS repeatedly tends to 
request information about the accessed files and directories. The use of the read 
cache improves the read performance of the NVRAM-aware NameNode by reduc-
ing the number of JNI calls and relieving a load of garbage collection (GC) due to 
the frequent creation of Java object.
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3.5  Operations in NVRAM‑aware NameNode

This section describes the implementation of the primary operations of the 
NVRAM-aware NameNode architecture. The primary operations include writing 
the inode to the namespace, updating the block information, retrieving the block 
information, removing the inode from the namespace.

Algorithm 1:
How to create INode in NVRAM-aware NameNode
Result: Write INode child in NVRAM and Update in-memory index

1 Flow in addFile function in HDFS NameSystem;

/* save path to target’s parent INode */
2 INodeInPath iip = resolve(rootDir);

3 INode parent = iip.getLastINode();

/*noitacolMARVNdnaemanhtiwezilaitini*/
4 INode target;

5 target.setParent(parent);
6 parent.children.add(target); // children is INode list

7 if target.isFile() then
8 addChildToNVRAM(FileMeta);
9 else

10 addChildToNVRAM(DirectoryMeta);
11 end

Algorithm 1 shows how to create the inode objects and store the objects to the 
NVRAM device. In HDFS startup, NameNode creates a root inode which indicates 
root directory and maintains the inode in the Java heap memory. All inodes in the 
proposed NameNode utilized as index entries have only their own inode name, a 
list of child inodes and an address in NVRAM device storing inode’s metadata and 
log data. The inodes in the proposal are simplified compared to the existing inode 
model. An in-memory index is constructed by inserting inodes from the root into the 
target location.

Above algorithm is implemented in addFile function of NameNode which is 
executed by file creation instruction. The procedure for creating a directory is also 
similar to the algorithm. Line 2 shows a traverse method which accesses the target’s 
parent inode. Namespace navigation starts at the root directory and is executed by 
binary search algorithm based on the inode name in byte format. When NameNode 
completes accessing the parent node of the target, an inode object for the target is 
initialized with the inode name and NVRAM location (Line 4). Line 6 shows that 
the target inode is inserted into the parent’s child list. Lines 7–11 describe that 
inode’s data is stored in the page structure in NVRAM which is denoted in  3.1 
according to the inode’s type. In summary, when the new inode is allocated, new 
index entry which has name and NVRAM address information is inserted into in-
memory index, and remained metadata for the inode is stored in NVRAM in the 
form of the page structure.
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Algorithm 2:
How to update Block information in NVRAM-aware NameNode
Result: Update Block information to INode NVRAM and BlockMap

1 Flow in addBlock function in HDFS NameSystem;

/* save path to target INode */
2 INodeinPath iip = resolve(rootDir);

3 INode target = iip.getLastINode();

/* commit block with update block size */
4 setBlockBytes(target.location,lastBlock.bytes);

5 Block blk = new Block();

/* write block’s meta data to NVRAM */
6 addBlockToNVRAM(target.location, blk.id, blk.gentime);

/* add block information to BlockMaps, block information contains DataNode
location */

7 BlockMaps.addCollection(blk);

Algorithm 2 shows how to update the block information of the file. Algorithm 2 
is implemented in addBlock function which is executed when the data stream is 
open and the data is written to HDFS. Algorithm 2 begins by committing the last 
block in the data stream. The commit process modifies the state of the last block, 
and the size of the block is stored. The setBlockBytes function takes advantage of 
byte-accessibility and sets information about the block size directly to the address 
in NVRAM which is allocated to the target file. A block object is newly allocated 
and metadata including block id and generation timestamp is stored to the NVRAM 
structure (lines 5–6). A blockMap that maps blocks to information about DataN-
odes and storage is updated for the new block (Line 7). The block object is used as 
the key of the blockMap, and the value for the key contains the information, which 
is maintained in Java virtual memory. The blockMap remains in the Java virtual 
memory and keeps the block information through the block report continuously, and 
returns the necessary information when a request is received from the client.

Algorithm 3:
How to get Block information in NVRAM-aware NameNode
Result: Get Block information including DataNode location

1 Flow in getBlockLocations function in HDFS NameSystem;

/* save path to target INode */
2 INodeinPath iip = resolve(rootDir);

3 INode target = iip.getLastINode();

/* get block meta data from NVRAM */
4 long blk id, blk gentime, blk bytes = getBlockInfoFromNVRAM(target.location);

5 Block key blk = new Block(blk id, blk gentime, blk bytes);

/* get block information from BlockMaps */
6 return(getDataNodeInfo(BlockMaps.getCollection(key blk)));

Algorithm  3 shows how to retrieve the information of the data blocks to view 
the file contents. Algorithm 3 is implemented in getBlockLocations function which 
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is executed when clients require the contents of files. Clients directly access Data-
Nodes by referring to the information of the data blocks returned from the func-
tion. The contents of the file are composed of the data blocks obtained from DataN-
odes. When the client request to view the file, NameNode gathers the list of blocks 
retrieved from NVRAM. NameNode creates a block of metadata stored in NVRAM 
for use as a key to blockMap (lines 4–5). Finally, NameNode uses the blocks as a 
key to refer to the value found in the blockMap and returns information of the Data-
Node including the storage information to the client (Line 6).

Algorithm 4:
How to remove INode in NVRAM-aware NameNode
Result: Remove INode from NVRAM and in-memory index and update BlockMaps

1 Flow in delete function in HDFS NameSystem;

/* save path to target INode */
2 INodeinPath iip = resolve(rootDir);

3 INode target = iip.getLastINode();

4 INode parent = target.getParent();

5 parent.children.remove(target);

/* set invalid Flag to NVRAM */
6 setRemoveFlag(target.location);

7 if target.isFile() then
8 blockList = getBlockListFromNVRAM(target.location);
9 for Block block in blockList do

10 blockMaps.deleteBlock(block);
11 end
12 else
13 for INode inode in target.children do

/*ylevisrucerdellacsinoitcnufsihT*/
14 end
15 end

16 target = null;

Algorithm 4 shows how to remove a particular inode from the namespace. Algo-
rithm 4 is implemented in delete function which is executed when clients delete files 
or directories. The delete operation is divided into two parts: Deletion of the inode 
from the in-memory index and NVRAM structure, deletion of data blocks in block-
Map. When the NameNode receives requests for the delete operation, NameNode 
traverses to the parent of target inode and delete the node from parent child list 
(lines 2–5). Then NameNode sets an invalid flag to the page structure of the node in 
NVRAM. (Line 6) If the type of the target inode is the file, blocks included in the 
file will be deleted in blockMap. If the type of the target inode is the directory, the 
above sequence will be performed for the child nodes in the same way until the child 
is a leaf node in the index structure (lines 7–15).
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4  Experimental results

4.1  Experimental settings

We analyzed our proposed model in the Hadoop environment. For the first time, we 
presented a benchmark related to NameNode directly affecting NVRAM. We also 
experimented by using TestDFSIO provided by Hadoop to examine the application 
of the NVRAM-aware NameNode in the real big data environment. Furthermore, 
we performed a streaming benchmark with Apache Storm to verify the full potential 
of the NVRAM-aware NameNode.

We constructed an HDFS with nine clusters: one for NameNode and eight for 
DataNode. As described in Table 2, a cluster has a quad-core CPU and a 64 GB 
RAM. Clusters are connected with 1 Gbit Ethernet, and each cluster consists of three 
HDDs and one SSD. Flashtec manufactures the NVRAM device used in NameNode 
with a capacity of 16 GB for implementing NVRAM-aware NameNode.

To verify the effectiveness of NVRAM-aware NameNode in this section, we 
performed experiments by mounting a repository that records logging data for 
NameNode, such as FsImage and EditLog, on the HDD, SSD and NVMe which is 
block device mode of the NVRAM device. We compared the experimental results 
with our proposal denoted as NVM-NameNode. We confirmed that the logging load 
affects the performance of the NameNode, and it is a major factor affecting the over-
all system.

4.2  NameNode benchmark

Hadoop provides two types of benchmark targets for measuring the impact of vari-
ous operations to NameNode. The first is the NNBenchWithoutMR, which is a 
single-thread Java program using HDFS client libraries to perform operations of 
the file system. All the operations are blocking operations, and no calls are issued 
asynchronously. In other words, the next operation cannot proceed until the previous 
operation is completed.

The other is NNBench, which is a more sophisticated version enabling the run-
ning of MapReduce jobs. The MapReduce framework allows the benchmark to 
launch multiple instances operating the workload specified by the user. For example, 
in the case of file creation workload, the user can set the number of map tasks, and 

Table 2  Experiment 
environment CPU Intel i7 6700K

RAM 64 GB
OS kernel Linux Kernel 3.10.0 CentOS 7
Hard disk drive Seagate 3TB Barracuda
Solid-state drive Samsung 850 PRO SSD 256 GB
Network 1 Gbit Ethernet
NVRAM Flashtec NV1616
Hadoop 2.7.3 (with 9 clusters)
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each map task performs file creation in the working directory of HDFS. Further, a 
reduce task collects the results from each map task and computes overall statistics.

Both benchmarks commonly set a small value close to zero as the file size for 
storing to measure the performance of a pure NameNode.

Figure  7a, b describes the result of NNBenchWithoutMR. We conducted 
experiments by varying the number of files to be created from one thousand to 
five hundred thousand. We noticed that NVM-NameNode performs 2.5 to 3.5 
times faster than a conventional HDFS with namespace repository mounted on 
the HDD. When log files related to namespace data of HDFS are stored in SSDs, 
the NVM-NameNode completes file creation workload 1.6 to 1.9 times faster. 
As operations of NNBenchmarkWithoutMR are conducted synchronously and 
file size is almost zero, a significant factor affecting the elapsed time is disk I/O 
required for storing the log file in the forms of FsImage and EditLog associated 
with namespace data. When log files are stored in NVMe, the NVM-NameNode 
completes file creation workload 1.2 times faster.

In the big data environment, since the basic unit of execution time is enor-
mous, even if it is improved to a small ratio, actual performance improvement is 
considerable. As the number of files to create increases, the performance gap also 
increases. Delay in a request due to disk I/O introduces a cascading effect. The 

Fig. 7  a NNBenchmarkWith-
outMR Result for cases that the 
number of files is from 1000 to 
10,000 b NNBenchmarkWith-
outMR Result for cases that the 
number of files is from 50,000 
to 500,000

(a)

(b)
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result from NNBenchmarkWithoutMR clearly shows that the journaling overhead 
affects the throughput of NameNode and our proposed structure is more effective 
than existing Hadoop structure.

Figure 8a, b describes the result of NNBench, which differs from NNBench-
WithoutMR in that it uses the MapReduce framework to create multiple instances 
to load the NameNodes. NNBench first creates control files on HDFS for record-
ing information about files to create. The number of these control files to be cre-
ated is as much as the number of map tasks, and each map task generates a speci-
fied number of files referring to the control file. We conducted experiments by 
retaining the total number of files created and increasing the number of instances. 
For example, for the creation of 10000 files with 100 map tasks, as described in 
Fig. 8a, each map task creates 100 files to the namespace in HDFS.

In this experiment, the size of the file to be stored was close to 0 to measure the 
load of the pure NameNode; however, this requires an additional cost of using the 
MapReduce framework, including the cost of the reducer necessary for analysis. 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8  a NNBench result for cases that the number of files is from 10,000 to 50,000 b NNBench result 
for cases that the number of files is from 100,000 to 500,000
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As the number of map tasks increases, the latency increases slightly owing to 
contention. As the namespace of HDFS allows only one write transaction, the 
namespace is returned to the next write transaction after the updates in the previ-
ous transaction are guaranteed to be stored; this is to preserve data consistency. 
Therefore, the latency of synchronizing the log files necessary to maintain con-
sistency affects the overall time of completing a workload.

The NVM-NameNode shows a significant performance improvement about ten 
times to 19 times compared to the case where the log file storage is mounted 
on the HDD, and it is improved from 1.7 times to 4.8 times when mounted on 
the SSDs. When log files are stored in NVMe, the NVM-NameNode shows 1.05 
times to 1.64 times improvement in NNBench test case.

In the NNBenchmark, the number of clients to NameNode is more than a sin-
gle-thread-based benchmark and the number of files to create is increased because 
of additional file creation for an experiment like temporary files and directory. 
NameNode performance degradation due to journaling is more prominent than 
NNbench, NVM-NameNode which does not require to flush the log to the disk 
shows better performance than the conventional NameNode.

4.3  TestDFSIO

TestDFSIO provided by Hadoop is a well-known benchmark for evaluating the per-
formance of MapReduce applications. TestDFSIO produces map tasks as many as 
the number of files, and each map task runs an instance of the tests. A map task 
records the elapsed time and the size of the data that the task transfers. A reduce 
task collects the information from files and calculates total experimental results. 
As TestDFSIO generates numerous network overheads and disk I/O, the impact of 
NameNode bottleneck is relatively weakened. In addition, the reduce task induces 
numerous read operations to NameNode; this requires costs for transforming vari-
ables from system memory to the Java virtual machine.

Figure 9 shows the results of TestDFSIO. We compared the proposed NVRAM-
aware NameNode with NameNode whose repository is mounted on the block mode 
NVRAM and SSDs. NVM-NameNode shows a slight improvement than a conven-
tional NameNode with block mode NVRAM and SSDs. However, as TestDFSIO is 
susceptible to be influenced by network status and disk throughput, the experimental 
results are not consistent with those of other test cases. Table 3 shows the experi-
mental results of TestDFSIO with various file sizes running in the NVM-NameNode 
environment.

Table 3 shows that the performance in the TestDFSIO benchmark is proportional 
to the file size. In other words, the total amount of data to write can be calculated by 
multiplying the number of files by the size of the file and the total amount of data is 
a crucial factor in determining the TestDFSIO result. Comparing the cases where the 
total amount of data is the same but the number of files is different, the results are 
almost identical. The experimental results demonstrate that the latency that data is 
transferred to the DataNodes and stored in their storage is a significant factor for the 
overall result. Therefore, in the TestDFSIO, the overhead of the storage or network 
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is a more dominant factor than the number of files associated with the NameNode in 
performance. In general, network bandwidth is much lower than memory bandwidth 
or NVRAM bandwidth, so overall performance is bound to server-to-server network 
performance. Since Hadoop sets replicas, network costs can occur between Data-
Nodes, and performance may be lower. Also, in a 1-gigabit network environment, 
network performance cannot be maintained at the same level of storage bandwidth 
as an SSD, which can be a factor in performance degradation.

Therefore, our proposal demonstrate efficiency when there are many clients 
requesting NameNode and when the size of data to be written is small.

4.4  Apache Storm environment benchmark: applicable scenario

Apache Storm [4] is a distributed real-time computation system which processes 
streams of data. Storm is used in many areas such as real-time analysis, continuous 
computation, and online machine learning. In the real-time computation environ-
ment, the efficient management of a state to maintain the idempotent of the data 
updates when failure occurs is a crucial issue.

Storm Trident, which is a high-level abstraction to compute real-time data pro-
vides methods for data consistency called exactly-once allowing to the storage of 
the Storm state in an external data store including HDFS. We constructed a Storm 
environment for verifying streaming benchmark provided by Intel HiBench [13, 14].

Table 4 describes the components of the environment. Apache Kafka [3] is a dis-
tributed messaging system used for producing data stream. Apache Zookeeper [5] is 

Fig. 9  TestDFSIO result

Table 3  TestDFSIO results 
according to the file size

Number of files File size (MB) Elapsed time (s)

5000 64 839
128 1626
256 3202

10,000 64 1659
128 3223
256 6576
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a distributed coordination server used to manage Storm clusters. Under the supervi-
sion of the zookeepers, the Storm servers process the input data stream from the 
Kafka and preserve the state of the stream in HDFS. Although data processing of 
Storm application is conducted in memory, the state of the application is stored in 
HDFS, and the overall performance of Storm is inevitably affected by the HDFS 
performance. Since the characteristics of above workload is that small-sized data 
is continuously requested to be written by a large number of clients, the results 
from the experiment with Storm are suitable to show the efficiency of the proposed 
model.

Storm performs wordcount workload in HiBench by counting the number of 
words in the data stream. In addition, it performs operations related to counting the 
words in memory and stored the state of stream in HDFS to be idempotent dur-
ing the occurrence of failure. From the perspective of HDFS, the storing of state 
workload is write-intensive. As the NVRAM-aware NameNode is a write-friendly 
structure utilizing NVRAM, it shows improvement compared with the conventional 
HDFS used in Storm benchmark.

Figures 10a, b and 11a, b show results from the Storm benchmark in HiBench. In 
each case, Kafka sends the data stream with a data size of 256 and 1024 bytes, for 
which Kafka data generator produces 5000 and 50,000 records, respectively, in one 
microsecond. HiBench periodically measures throughput which presents processed 
messages per second.

Table 4  Apache Storm setting
Apache Storm 1.0.5
Apache Kafka 2.10-0.8.2.0
Apache Zookeeper 3.4.10
HiBench 7.0—word-

count 
workload

(a) (b)

Fig. 10  a Storm throughput when Kafka generates 5000 records per 1  ms with 1024  bytes b Storm 
throughput when Kafka generates 50,000 records per 1 ms with 1024 bytes
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In terms of throughput, NVM-NameNode shows an improved performance by up 
to 1.15 times compared with SSD mounted HDFS. In addition, NVM-NameNode 
shows slightly better performance than the NVMe. The smaller the data size, the 
greater is performance difference. As the size of data becomes small, Kafka can 
generate a more significant number of records simultaneously leading to increase in 
the number of files in HDFS.

We also measure elapsed time for NameNode operations in same test cases to 
show performance difference in NameNode aspects.

Figure 12a–d shows elapsed time for representative NameNode operations neces-
sary to perform the benchmarks. In the case of the block devices, the time for log-
ging procedure and sync time is included.

Create is an operation for creating an inode for a file to write. Addblock is an 
operation for adding block information to the specific inode. Complete is an oper-
ation related to closing the file and the write stream. Rename is an operation for 
renaming the specific inode, and delete is an operation related with deletion of the 
designated inodes.

NVM-NameNode takes similar or slightly faster than NVMe in elapsed time for 
creation because NVM-NameNode takes times to store data for inodes to NVRAM. 
On the other hand, in other operations, NVM-NameNode only stores the small size 
of data to NVRAM with byte-addressability to perform the operations, compared 
with HDFS with NVMe which generates disk I/O to record modifications of file 
data and states. In terms of total time to process the operations, NVM-NameNode 
shows 1.3 to 1.6 times faster than NVMe mounted HDFS, and 15 to 26 times faster 
than SSD mounted HDFS.

4.5  Log rolling performance

NameNode has metadata for HDFS namespace to manage the data blocks in Data-
Nodes. If the data in NameNode becomes corrupted or loss, the entire file system 
becomes meaningless. NameNode supports logging mechanism called FsImage 

(a) (b)

Fig. 11  a Storm throughput when Kafka generates 5000 records per 1  ms with 256  bytes b Storm 
throughput when Kafka generates 50,000 records per 1 ms with 256 bytes
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 12  a Elapsed time of NameNode operations when Kafka generates 5000 records per 1  ms with 
1024 bytes b elapsed time of NameNode operations when Kafka generates 50,000 records per 1 ms with 
1024 bytes c elapsed time of NameNode operations when Kafka generates 5000 records per 1 ms with 
256 bytes d elapsed time of NameNode operations when Kafka generates 50,000 records per 1 ms with 
256 bytes
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and EditLog, to recover the system from the data corruption or crash. NameNode 
refers to FsImage and EditLog to reconstruct the namespace so that HDFS can be 
resumed. First, NameNode initializes the namespace based on the latest version of 
the FsImage and then perform a task called log rolling, which replays the opera-
tions recorded in the EditLog file. Log rolling algorithm is utilized in both recovery 
and checkpoint operation. Secondary NameNode receives the FsImage and EditLog 
from active NameNode and performs log rolling to make a new version of FsIm-
age. Log rolling is a CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive operation, and performance 
is affected by the size of the EditLog file. If the size of the EditLog is too large, 
recovery and checkpointing can take a long time. On the other hand, our proposal 
does not require log rolling procedure because NVRAM reflects the modification of 
inode in real-time maintaining data persistence. When restarting, NVM-NameNode 
accesses sequentially from the start address of the device, rebuilding the index by 
referring to the address of each inode page structure, the commit flag, and the ID of 
the parent node.

To verify validation and performance, we measured the time it took to recover 
the namespace after verifying that the data that was created previously was restored 
after restarting HDFS. Figure 13a, b shows the performance of the recovery algo-
rithm with log rolling in existing Hadoop and our proposal’s recovery algorithm. We 
perform two types of experiments: recovery after NNbenchWithoutMR execution 
and recovery after TestDFSIO execution. As NNbenchWithoutMR benchmark sim-
ply makes a directory and creates files in the directory, building time of in-memory 
index in our recovery procedure is much faster. On the other hand, recovery proce-
dure after the MapReduce jobs which record temporary directories and files for the 
data processing requires more difficulty in building the index.

Experimental results demonstrate that the proposal outperforms the exist-
ing Hadoop to recover using the log files in the block devices. NVM-NameNode 
approximately takes 3 times to 15 times faster than the SSD and NVMe in the first 
case. In the second case, NVM-NameNode approximately takes 4.5 times to 9.1 
times faster than the SSD and NVMe. Depending on the number of files to be recov-
ered, the existing method takes a longer time to recover, while the recovery time 
of the proposal is slightly increased. If the size of EditLog file is larger than in the 
case of the experiment, the performance gap will increase. Significant performance 
improvement concerning log rolling operation related to recovery and checkpoint 
demonstrates the efficiency of the proposal.

4.6  Usage of Java heap memory space

NameNode process is executed in Java virtual machine, and Java object which 
NameNode creates is managed in Java virtual memory. As the files or directories are 
created, inode objects and block objects are created in the heap memory. The size of 
the Java object for namespace management is almost 150 bytes. In the early days, 
because of the object’s small size, a considerable number of objects could be stored 
in the file system.
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However, as the scale of data increases in recent years, the engineers have focused 
on the scalability issue of NameNode. Single NameNode can shut down in worst 
case because it cannot bear the explosion of data. In a big data environment where 
service stability is essential, the system crash from out of memory is fatal.

HDFS Federation [11] supports configuring namespaces with multiple NameNo-
des to extend the namespace and distribute the burden of NameNode. Our proposal 
provides another approach to extend the namespace exploiting NVRAM. NameNode 
with the block devices stores the data and redundantly stores the log files that con-
tain the history of the data updates. However, the proposal eliminates data redun-
dancy by applying updates for data directly to the device. Only block objects which 
are stored in blockMap and inform the clients about the target DataNode and storage 
are stored in Java heap memory.

In this section, we measure Java heap memory usage by referring to the logs 
generated by the metric system of NameNode. Figure 14 describes the usage of 
Java heap memory in control group and NVM-NameNode. As the number of files 
to be created increases, the heap memory usage increases in both cases due to 
block objects. However, because the size of the in-memory index entry used in 

Fig. 13  a Recovery experiment 
result after NNbenchWith-
outMR execution b recovery 
experiment result after TestDF-
SIO execution

(a)

(b)
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the proposal is smaller than the original inode size, the increase ratio in NVM-
NameNode heap memory usage is lower than the original method. The result does 
not show an ideal result of a one-half reduction in heap usage. There is a case 
where a new inode object needs to be created and initialized with NVRAM data 
when the entire inode information is required. It is challenging to gauge accu-
rate heap memory usage due to GC, but after the creation of a million files, the 
difference in usage between the two experiments averaged about 100 megabytes, 
which is about the capacity to store about six hundred million inode objects. As 
the number of files to be written increases, the difference in heap memory will be 
maximized.

The various types of NVRAM are in development. The density of NVRAM 
is expected to be higher than DRAM and NVRAM are expected to be deployed 
at much larger scales. In contrast, DRAM faces the scalability issue. It is worth 
studying the scale-up method of extending namespaces using NVRAM.

5  Related works

5.1  NVRAM technology

Studies exploiting persistent memory device have emerged in various research 
areas [6, 10, 20, 21, 32]. Kim et al. [18] proposed a novel logging scheme called 
NVWAL, which is a variation of write-ahead logging (WAL) in SQLite to lev-
erage the characteristics of NVRAM. NVWAL utilizes byte-addressability of 
NVRAM to store only the modified part, unlike the conventional SQLite WAL 
based on page granularity. In addition, NVWAL reduces the number of system 
calls to pre-allocate NVRAM space for logging with user-level heap manage-
ment. NVWAL also reduces the number of flush cache line operations to refer-
ence the SQLite feature, which allows only one write transaction.

Arulraj et  al. [7] developed a new logging and recovery protocol called 
write behind logging (WBL), which tracks not how a database was changed but 
what parts of the database were changed; this avoids redundant writes from the 

Fig. 14  Usage of Java heap 
memory space during the crea-
tion of 1 million files
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conventional logging protocol by allowing DBMS to flush the changes to the 
database before recording them in the log file. WBL takes advantages of NVRAM 
allowing high performance in random writes when DBMS flushes the changed 
data.

Xia et al. [30] implemented a new hybrid index scheme based on both DRAM 
and NVRAM for key-value storage. They provided a fast point search and range 
search by maintaining both tree and hash indices. As the size of the hash index key 
is small enough to guarantee atomic update and NVRAM supports byte-addressa-
bility and low latency, a hash index is constructed on NVRAM. In contrast, a tree 
index is constructed on DRAM through the referencing of data by the background 
threads in the hash index because tree index requires additional writes for maintain-
ing the structure, and the writes are critical to the NVRAM in terms of performance 
and life endurance.

5.2  Big data platform with storage technology including NVRAM

Researchers have attempted to boost the performance of a big data system as big 
data environment is utilized in many research and enterprise areas. Kambatla et al. 
[16] evaluated MapReduce performance on SSDs and HDDs in terms of cost and 
performance, which are significant factors for designing the data center server 
architecture. A hybrid block selection algorithm [17], which allows big data query 
engines to select block location among replications, resolves the issue by bound-
ing the entire performance to slower disk performance. Moon et al. [23] suggested 
cost-effective SSD utilization methods in a Hadoop environment to leverage the 
potential of SSDs. Neshatpour et  al. [24] proposed selective offload method that 
improves energy efficiency in Hadoop MapReduce environment utilizing heterog-
enous CPU+FPGA platform. Since satisfying the high-storage I/O is a major issue 
for obtaining high performance of distributed systems, early researchers [8, 9, 19] 
mainly focus on improving the performance of components related to storing data.

However, as the size of clusters used in enterprises has expanded in recent years, 
researchers have begun to pay attention to the limited scalability of NameNode. 
Niazi et  al. proposed HopsFS [25] which is a production-level distributed hierar-
chical file system that stores its metadata in an external NewSQL database. Hopefs 
replaced the role of NameNode with NewSQL to improve the throughput of HDFS 
and increase the amount of metadata it can accommodate.

In recently, studies applying new storage technologies to big data platform and 
HDFS has emerged to reflect the needs of a variety of big data industries. Islam et al. 
[15] proposed a novel design called NVFS to redesign the data block management 
scheme of HDFS DataNodes to leverage the characteristics of nonvolatile memory 
and RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access)-based communication. NVFS mini-
mized the memory contention of I/O and computation by allocating memory from 
nonvolatile memory for RDMA-based communication. Yang et  al. implemented 
Orion [31] which is a novel distributed file system for distributed nonvolatile main 
memory storage and RDMA networks by combining file system functions and net-
work operations into a single layer.
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This paper focuses on the journaling overhead of in-memory metadata server 
called NameNode, one of the bottleneck factors. With the NVRAM technology, we 
show improvement in HDFS performance in both general cases and recovery proce-
dures. In addition, NVRAM-aware NameNode provides the possibility of scale-up 
approaches to resolve the limited capacity issue of NameNode.

6  Conclusion

Since the emergence of NVRAM as a promising device to enhance existing system 
architectures that utilize block devices, taking advantage of excellent performance 
and nonvolatile features, techniques related with the utilization of NVRAM in vari-
ous areas have gained considerable attention. However, research on a Big data sys-
tem with NVRAM is relatively immature because the device is not commercialized 
and has difficulty in applying the devices to the system architecture designed based 
on block devices. To leverage NVRAM requires modification of the existing system.

NameNode is suited to apply the NVRAM device with byte-addressability 
because the size of data units stored and maintained in NameNode is small. By using 
the real NVRAM device in battery-backed flash form, which guarantees data persis-
tence, we proposed a new structure to maintain NameNode data in the NVRAM by 
reducing disk overhead from the operation of writing log files.

Our proposed structure is best suited for write-intensive big data workload such 
as playing roles of storage for saving state data of stream benchmark. Our proposal 
improves performance not only NameNode but also the overall system in various 
experiments, including the streaming benchmark.

Furthermore, our proposal doesn’t require the log rolling operation utilized in 
recovery and checkpoint procedure, which consumes considerable amounts of CPU 
and disk I/O resources. NVRAM-aware NameNode shows a significant improve-
ment in the recovery process of NameNode. Our proposal reduces the usage of 
NameNode’s Java heap memory by eliminating data redundancy by writing data 
directly to the device, unlike other block devices used as log devices.
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